FUNCTIONS AND INTEGRALS BY J. MALONE ABSTRACT. In §2 a mapping of nonnegative functions is defined to be an integral if it has the following properties: 1(f) > 0, /(/)< ■» for some /, if /<g then /</)<./<g), /(/ + /) = 2/(/), /(2~=1 g")i.2~=1 /(g). Given an integral / a nonnegative function / is defined to be a measurable function if /(/+ g) =/(/)+ 7(g) for all nonnegative functions g. If /, g, (g")Ç-i are measurable functions then the following functions are measurable: f + g, af forall a > 0, S~=1 gn, f -g ii f -g > 0 and /(g) <= «,; also 2~ /(g^) = /(Sn_i g ). An example shows if /, g are measurable functions then max \ f, g\ may fail to be a measurable function.
If an integral has the property that if /, g are measurable functions then max \f, g\ is a measurable function, then the following functions are also measurable: min \f, g\, \f -g|, sup g and under certain conditions lim sup g , inf g , lira inf g when- Wherever possible the definitions and notation have been taken from [2] .
Throughout the following let X be a set, let N he the set of all positive integers, let R he the set of all real numbers. Unless stated otherwise every function which appears is nonnegative; this is to be understood in the sense that if / is defined on X then 0 < f(x) < <x> for all x £ X. Before starting the main development of this section, the construction of two sets C, D which are not Lebesgue measurable will be sketched; C, D will be such that C n D = 0 and 0 < X(C) = X(D) = X(C U D) where À is Lebesgue measure. The useful feature of C, D is that X(C) + X(D) = 2A(C U D).
In this sense C, D are some "worst possible' nonmeasurable sets.
They will be used below to illustrate the behavior of various integrals.
Attention will now be turned to the central idea of this section: the development of an upper integral U such that 0 < Lix / + g dp < Ux fdp + LIX g dp whenever /, g are nonnegative.
That the Lebesgue integral does not have this The next theorem will appear again in §2. Here and elsewhere for the purpose of being specific whenever fix) = g(x) = oo and f -g appears set f(x)g(x) = oo. Theorem 1.3. Given g > 0 such that \]y g dp < oo the following two statements are equivalent:
(a) g is M -measurable, (b) Ux g + fdp = Ux g dp + Ux fdp for all / > 0.
Also, (a) implies (b) even if \]y gdp. = oo.
Proof.
First assume g is M, -measurable. Since Ux I dp = inf \J h dp: h is % -measurable, / < h > there exists a sequence of functions (h )°° , such that / < h fot all n £ N and 72 72=1 ' -72 lim l_7 h dp = Ux /z//j.
-»oo
Let h = inf h . It is true that 72 (a) h is 'Hi -measurable,
It is true that Ux i + g zifz = Ux /> dp + Ux g zi(7. and Uv fdp + Uv gdp = UY /Wzz + Uy gdp.
A. A. A A
The next step is to show that Ux / + g dp = Ux h + g dp.
Only the case U" f dp + U gdp <°o need be considered. Since / < h it is true that / + g < h + g and U^ / + g dp < Ux h + g dp..
It there existed a > 0 such that x I + S ¿i1 + a = Ux h + g dp, there would exist a function e such that e is Hi -measurable, e > f + g, YJX e dp < Ux f + g dp + a. There would then exist d such that d is "H -measurable and e = d + g. Evidently d> f and Ux ddp < Ux h dp. This would however contra- U v h dp = Uv / + g dp < Ux fdp + Ux g dp. n
This theorem is also true for the Lebesgue integral. What can happen when LL g dp = oo can be seen in the function h -f _ which appears in an example following Theorem 2.7.
One may have noted that the above treats only nonnegative functions. One reason can be found quickly enough. Then ¡if + g) < ¡if) + ¡ig).
Proof. Define g = 0, gA= 0, g, = 0, • • • . Then The theorem thus is true for a = 2" where n is any integer. The theorem also holds when a = 2'. 2 where each n, is an integer. The case for a = 3 will be done here; the others are similar. One wants to show I(3f) = 31(f). From Theorem 2.3 /(4/)</(3/) + /(/)<3/(/)+ ¡if), but /(4/) = 4/(/) and hence ¡i3f) = 3¡if). Knowing the theorem holds whenever a can be written as a finite sum as was done above, one needs to show any nonnegative a will work. This will be done here for 0< a < 1. The extension to any nonnegative a is straightforward, a can be written a= 2°?_. 2 "k where each nk is a positive integer. It is true that For h = 0 this gives /(S°° , g ) = S00 , l(g ) which yields (e 
for which /+ g = a These functions will need to be considered when defining / to insure I(aa+ßc)=I(f+g)<lif)+lig). be finite for some k is seen in an example. Given the set C from before x £ R H C . It is true that U" / dX = oo for all n and that ¿v is not measur- ]l/2"+1, 1/2"] into 2" equal disjoint intervals of width l/2n+1 • l/2" = l/22"+1.
The functions fnk, k = 1, 2, • ■ . , 2", are each defined on one of these intervals suchthat fnk= 2" and Ux fnk dX = 2n ■ l/22"+I = l/2" + I. For this set of integtal so that I(a^n) = aKf") for a > 0, l(gk + ¿7) < K£k) + HÇJ, etc. Since /(£") = 2 it can be shown that there is some k £ N such that £ is not measur- Proof. Assume /(/) < oo; the other case is a straightforward extension of this one. The procedure will be to construct two functions g, d such that g < / < d and ¡ig)< ¡if) < ¡ict). It will also be true that (1 + ß)Üg) = ¡id) so that ¡id) -License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use /(/) < 1(d) -1(g) = ßl(g) < ßl(f). ß will then be chosen such that ßl ( Hence if D C X is p-measurable then ¿7 is measur-[November able. However, p is not a regular outer measure since p(ß) /■ p(B U C). If it were true that p{B) = piC) = piB U C), p would be a regular outer measure. is not a regular outer measure. Let C, D be the same sets as before Definition 1.1. (An analogous discussion can be given using the sets S, C of the example just above.) Lebesgue measure X as defined in [2, 9.19 ] is a regular outer measure and it is true that XiC) = XiD) = À(C u D) > 0 and C U D is A-measurable.
The integral U is defined such that UR ¿¡A dX = A(A). For y > <5 > 0 it is true that URy£r + SÇ dX = U yf ¿A = yX(C). Thus even once p has been determined / can take on any value allowed by the inequality. The value of U, however, is uniquely determined by its regular outer measure p. Hence if p is a regular outer measure the value of / is known;
if p is not a regular outer measure the value of /, in the absence of more complete information, may only be known to be bounded by a set of inequalities.
However, knowing no more than / is an integral the following theorem can still be obtained. and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
